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THE JUVENI1.E 'FL~ SETIER 'I 

Juvenile fires account for large monetary losses each year and untold 
1f :~ 

damages to public facilities, such as schools,.churches, etc. The juvenile 

who is a rep~ated fire setter, may be sUff3r:ing from severe behavioral 

symptoms, and/or an obvious psychological distur.bance. Although fires set 

by juveniles lack any pronounced skill in most cases, their fires and '. 

resulting damages are effective. 

Juvenile fires lack planning and indicate signs-of inexperience: For 

eXafuple, often several attempts are made: before the action or results are 

acr:J.eved. An excess of incendiary items may be found at the scene, such 
G 

as matches, papers, etc.' The child Nith behavioral problems may show signs 

of this in various ways, Which when observed by' a trained professional, are 

indicators and an in_si~t(;'j3'o E.J,Jchild f~e .setter. These characteristics are 

varied and mi3l1Y. 

The child's association with a family member, which in a child's mind 

is lacking warmth, or what the child perceives to. be love witheld from him, 

may manifest itself in the child. The result could be a set' 'fire, to 

allevi~fte or work out a formed" aggression against a family member. This is 

also substantiated by t~e fact that many child set fires are started in the 
,.....'\ 

.,s1.lr".L'oundirJg' area of his home. 

In the adolescent stage of childhood, childrer,t, have many J'antasies 

r~lating to evil obj ect~, which causes them to be frightened, thereby, 

creating a ris,k-fear situation. This results in retaliation again[3t evil by 

means of fire; in effect, burning it away. 

The physically handicapped child has often sought to establish his 

conf~o.ence bY:p1eans of fire. In this way, he regams stature as being capable 

and able to exert strengthand power over ~bj ects, which, because of his 

handicap, are believed to "be beyond his phYsical capabilities. 
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Conversely, the healthy child who exhibits excessive aggression, 

often meets his, awession' in'the form of strength and superiority over 

objects and persons, by means of fire. IIi one such form, he canpensates 

for his lack of size, and in effect, for the a~thority exe~ed over him by 

adults who by virture of nature are much bigger and stronger than he. 

The child who is reared in' an environment where there is an absence of 
<::\ 

one parent and the remaining parentis ineffective in control or love, is 

indicative of a fire setter characteristic. 

Total Arson arrestE:> related to gender of the child fire setter were 
, " 1 

established for the year. 1969-1978 and listed as follows: 

SEX .TarAL ARREST, PERCENT'DISTBJBUTJON 
/f' . " 

Male 112,052 ' 

Female 13,461 

Total 125,513, 

ToteD. Arson ,Arrest - By Ra:,,(peunder age 18 .,. 1969-197,8: 
JL, 

White .~.~ 51,929 ' 

Black 

others 

Total 

l2,,072 

921 

64,922 

:,;.~M6tives of 'Juvenile 'Fire 'Setters 

89.3 

10'.7 

100.0 

80.0 

18.6 

1.4 

100.0 

I,j,J{e all classifications of the motives for arson, revenge is just as 

cont:roversialamong the experts. ·lewis and Yarnell, in their 1951 publication, 

indicates that revenge is nearly always basic and does not change with the 

age of the perpetrator. 

" The ado1escgnt who is clearly motivated by revenge, realizes the 

vengeance, by seeing the destruction wrought by his act. ThIs would iridicate 
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that should a similar situation arise, there would be a repetitive reaction 

in order to again obtain revenge. This is especially true, if there is no 

retribution ror the act the first time. 'fhe incident triggering the revenge ' 

may either be trivial or serious. What matters, is how trivial or serious 

the fire setterconsider;s it. Belief that a fire set for revenge is not 

likely to be r~peated, is not the general consensus of many experts. 

Further complicating the Situation, is the fact that the adolescent 

fire setter, may be totally una~e of the true ~otivation for his ac~. Even 

the paid torch can be unconsciously ,motivated and expressing sadistic 

t,endencies against society. When a person sets a fire, whatever the particular 

motive, he is'trying to ~chieve sanething which i~ necessary or desirable 

to him at the 'moment. 2 He probably is not consGious1y awar'e of the motive ... 

. ,;r..:- .,./ .T: .. 

There are probably ,as'" mar1Y' motives 'for setting f:i,res as there are fire 

setters. The adolescent fire setter is, no exception to 'that statement. Some 

behavioral scientists believe that fire Betting is the result of rational 

decision making. They believ~, that the "to~ch" consciously andpremeditative1y 

designs and corrmits his crime. Still others believe that the ,converse 

is true and that the act of fire setting is an abnormal act. In fact, Gold 
has stated that "All fire setting 'is pathological. ,,3. 

Many phychologicalfactors, such as love, "aggression, bosti1ity, destruction, 

sadism, revenge and many others, 'have been associated with fire s~tters. Though 

no one can seem to determine the exact psychological reasons for fire setting, 

a CQrrmon and prevalent factor is retaliation or reVenge, especially in the 

adolescent fire setter. In fact, in recent years, vengeance has increased in 

arson, but it was evident in~51, whel) lewis and Yarnell reported that "the 
elements of revenge is nev2l e~fuelY ~bsent. ,,4 

. ~ 

, 

In SLlIl'llTJarY'. it should be noted that in the adolescent, it appears that 

the fire setting serves as an instrument for venting revengeful and aggressive 

tendencies. Poor" detection and ent:orcement wil'i " have a great effect on the 

system, because the adolescent group is constantly testing the system. 
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Jealousy 

The motivation of jealousy for fire setting is somewhat on par with 

revenge. Another characteristic of a firesetter 'is the appeasement of 

vanity, at a time when there is no feeling for parents) relatives or any 

other person he may know: .The object of the adolescent is to attack girls 

for jealousy, or just to use a crutch in some manner or for his ego. The 

fire setter operates by h:imself and usually involves his teacher, rela.tive 

or someone he is involved with. He may come from a poor social background, 

usually his familY standards are low. This type of fire setter doeS' -not 

attempt to put out the fires. He sits back and persecutes mankind as a 

wicked person. 

Humiliation and/or 'Ego 
. ,r"';":' \.~.,.. . --" .~ . ~ 

Chtldren, as adults ,,:-attempt' to gain 'recognition for accomplisbment. 

In some cases useful, and in others, adversely, wanting recognition with 

r.esulting prestige in family groups, ~ommUnity groups and often peer groups. 
, , 

Serv:ing one t s ego, is an important factor. The factor justifies the fire 

setter's acts in the thinking, pattern of this group of persons. 

Experience has shown that admission from juveniles have ended their 

desires and habits of fire setting. Failure to obtain admission, has served 

to fuel the ego, leading to more fire setting. 

Suidide Motivation 

The suicide motivation appears when an mdividual wants to destroy 

h:imself to show that they have made amends for their actions, or which 

they are ashamed. 

Lewis and. Yarnel15 discussed suicide as a motive. The actual cases 

discussed, were not true suicides" because the vict:ims lived after their 

attempt. Lewis and YarneJ.l based their decision on' the sUicidal notes 

left behind and statements of the subj ect . They base a belief of this 

motivating factor on statements made by the subjects involved .and notes 

n~icat1ng they were suicidal motivated. 
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J. Davis
6 

supports lewis and Yarnell by printing the cases of five 

)\ successful juvenile suicides. All of the victimS had a history of 

psychiatric problems.' He pointed out that whi~e documented suicides by 

fire in the United states is rare, in other countries, it is relatively 
coronon. 

Belief by some, is that suicide by fire is more common than thought, 

but not often considered by the investigator. 

!j Pyromania 

The person who has no rational motive to set a i'ire is called a 

pyromaniac. Pyromania may be described as an over-powering desire to 

set things on fire. It'is only arsonists with no apparent motives, who aY'e 
'" . 

usually termed "pyros." ,:2' ",.' 

All normal individuals know that fire setting is wl"ong and that to 

burn ?l1other'sproperty may result in extensive damage 'and possible loss 

of life. Almost all "pyros"lmow that arson is wrong, but they minimize 

this knowledge to the more pressirig desire to have a fire. 

Juvenile fire setters cannot be considered "pyros", until a behavior 

pattern can be established. Most fire' setting by youngsters is experimental 

on their part and not malicj,ous., The young fire setter has an abnormal 

craving for power and prestige and many times identifies with the fire

fighters attempts themselves. They are not interested in the fire itself, 

but with the power that will extinguish it. Many juvenile fires lack any 

real motive, but are caused by accident, carelessness, pranks or playing 

with incendiary materials. 

Pyromania may be: apparent in a person at a very early age, however, 

sometimes a young person with such tendencies just wants to start some 

excitement, or to be the center of attention. Many of these juveniles can 

be cured with the proper training. 
Ci 
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Overcoming Physical Limitations 
1\ 

Juvenile~il who suffer from serious physical and mental handicaps are 

individuals w~~ are orten suspect~ of setting.fires in general resentment 

to their slight in life. Those who suffer from such abnormalities cannot 

participate in qporting activities and like endeavors, as do normal children 

their age. They also feel their handicaps ~ll prevent them from achieving' 

their mark or rightful place in society, as their brothers and sisters do. 

Also, youths who f~el that they are held down by. society, or reBtra:ined 

from movement, also set: fires in dwellings and other' structures, . as a means of 

resentment and escape. ,By setting these fires, they honestly believe that 

these acts will propel them into the limelight, so to speak, thus creating an 

:impact on society and instant. stardom:. 

Kicks 

The adolescent fire setter, often offers the excuse "I just wanted to 

see the fire burn and cause some excitement'." Juveniles using these motives 

are group or "gang" workers, with a~ many as five' or six traveling together. 

These kids do not consider thefi!,i;gnificance of their fires as to the loss 

of property, . or even life. The~ will try anything te::> charli?;e these sedate or 

"dull" ways of living. Alcohol is almost always acontribut:i.rig factor in this 

motive of firesetting. 

It has been noted that fire setting has been relegated to thl9 male 

juvenile. Other than in!! institutions of cOITection, fire setting does not 

play a part 'in the life of the female adolescent. 

Surilmary 

By attempting to totally understand the motives of t;he juvenile fire 

setter, the arso~ investigator can do his part in suppressing the amount of 

incidents in adolescent related fires. The reasons and motives jUveniles 
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use to become involved in these antisocial acts are many, but learning 

about each of them can better help the investigator to guide these children 

into the proper hands'of agenCies who can rectify the problem before they 
become too deeply involved. 

We, in analogy, must not only be able to seek out and remove the abcess, 

but must determj,ne and eliniinate the reason the abcess occUITed in the first . 
place. 

Although problems of deliquency,appear constantly very little is published 

on juvenile arson. The emphasis 'should be placed on prevention and channel:L."1g 

youthful energies tow81U. constructive outlets. and the cOITection of criminal 
tendencies. 7 
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